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TREASURERS NOTES

FOR THE FEAST OF JAMÁL (BEAUTY)

APRIL 28, 2022

“Contributions to this fund constitute... a practical and effective way whereby every believer can test the

For
Consultation

measure and character of his faith, and to prove in deeds the intensity of his devotion and attachment to the
Cause.”
— From a letter written on behalf of Shoghi Effendi, dated September 25, 1934

How is contributing to the Funds of the Faith a way to test the measure of one’s faith?

National Fund
Achieved!

The Office of the Treasurer received the note below:
Dear Friends at the Treasurer’s Office,
As we approach the end of this Gregorian year, I wanted to share with
you some of the wonderful things that our family has experienced in
these past two years. I have been a chiropractor for 23 years, that vast
majority of that time struggling financially… even recently the
struggles continued, often having to take a delay in my pay… Two
years ago I hired an intelligent, practically minded young office
manager who had grown up as a Bahá'í. She set up our first real
budget, and we decided to implement two things that I had been
wanting to do for a long time. In addition to our monthly auto-debit
Fund contribution, we would give 25% of our quarterly profits to the
National Fund, give 25% to the team as profit-sharing as the Master
had encouraged, and put the rest into debt reduction. Shortly after this,
our clinic began to show substantial growth and we had our first
quarter with significant profit. It felt so amazing to be able to send a
fairly substantial contribution to National and to give meaningful
profit-sharing amounts to each of my team.

Goal

$40M

Ridván 2022

$41.6M
Contributed
as of
04/15/22

Since then, we have had many miracles happen… Bahá'u'lláh's
blessings have truly been abundant in our lives.

Amount Over the Goal
Amount Contributed
*Bahá’í National Archives Renovation Fund

*Shrine of ‘Abdu’l-Bahá Fund:

$805,021

$25M

As of April 15, 2022

As of April 15, 2022

*These numbers reflect the loving gifts of the American Bahá’í community
toward these funds since their inauguration.

